Abstract. We present XCMRC, the first public cross-lingual language understanding (XLU) benchmark which aims to test machines on their cross-lingual reading comprehension ability. To be specific, XCMRC is a Cross-lingual Cloze-style Machine Reading Comprehension task which requires the reader to fill in a missing word (we additionally provide ten noun candidates) in a sentence written in target language (English / Chinese) by reading a given passage written in source language (Chinese / English). Chinese and English are rich-resource language pairs, in order to study low-resource cross-lingual machine reading comprehension (XMRC), besides defining the common XCMRC task which has no restrictions on use of external language resources, we also define the pseudo low-resource XCMRC task by limiting the language resources to be used. In addition, we provide two baselines for common XCMRC task and two for pseudo XCMRC task respectively. We also provide an upper bound baseline for both tasks. We found that for common XCMRC task, translation-based method and multilingual sentence encoder-based method can obtain reasonable performance but still have much room for improvement. As for pseudo low-resource XCMRC task, due to strict restrictions on the use of language resources, our two approaches are far below the upper bound so there are many challenges ahead.
Introduction
A major goal for NLP is to enable machines to understand text to the extent of humans. Several research disciplines are focused on this problem: for example, information extraction, relation extraction, semantic role labeling, and recognizing textual entailment. Yet these techniques are necessarily evaluated individually, rather than by how much they advance us towards the end goal [11] . In contrast, machine reading comprehension (MRC) is a task where computers are expected to answer question related to a document that they have to comprehend. Such comprehension tests are appealing and challenging because they are objectively gradable and able to measure a range of important abilities, from basic understanding to causal reasoning to inference. Recently, the emergence of a variety of From the reports , the public widely believed industrial gelatin was being used as an addictive to improve the food 's flavor . Question
The Pregnancy XXXX Act forbids discrimination by employers based on pregnancy, including hiring, firing, pay, job assignments and promotions.
不过这两种XXXX从外观上并无法

分辨,给消费者造成困难。
Candidates decades, Congress, law, women, workplace, discrimination, publicity, guidelines, testimony, Wednesday 食用, 酸奶, 果冻, 京报, 姓名, 明胶, 类食品, 动物, 皮肤, 骨骼 Answer discrimination 明胶 large-scale datasets has fueled up the research phase [24, 11, 6, 28, 16, 17] . Among them, SQuAD [23] is a typical MRC dataset and has attracted wide attention of academia. However, these datasets are all aimed at testing the ability of monolingual understanding and reasoning of machines. This narrows down the application scenarios for MRC systems. In practice, existing natural language processing systems used in major international products may need to deal with inputs in many languages. Data annotation requires a lot of efforts so it's unrealistic to annotate all languages a system might encounter during operation. Therefore, cross-lingual language understanding (XLU) has been widely studied. While XLU shows promising results for tasks such as cross-lingual document classification [15, 25] , and recently XNLI [5] is released for cross-lingual natural language inference, there is no any challenging XLU benchmarks for MRC.
In this work, we introduce a benchmark that we call the Cross-lingual Clozestyle MRC corpus, or XCMRC 3 . It mainly consists of two dual sub-datasets 4 : EPCQ (English Passages, Chinese Questions) and CPEQ (Chinese Passages, English Questions). EPCQ has 57599 samples composed by English passages and Chinese questions while CPEQ has 55990 samples composed by Chinese passages and English questions. Existing XLU benchmarks [15, 3, 1] generally consist of train data written in source language and test data written in target language, while EPCQ and CPEQ mix two languages in one data sample as showed in Table 1 .
Chinese and English are rich-resource language pairs, so we can define the common XCMRC task which does not have any restrictions on the use of external language resources. For XLU tasks, constructing datasets with lowresource language pairs will be of great significant. But it will take a lot of efforts to build a large-scale one. In order to let our dataset support low-resource language XCMRC research as well, we define the pseudo low-resource XCMRC task which limits model to language resources that most low-resource languages have, such as pre-trained word embeddings. In this way, we can test model aiming at low-resource language XCMRC task on Chinese / English dataset, and that is why we name it as the pseudo low-resource XCMRC task.
We evaluate several approaches on XCMRC. For pseudo low-resource XCMRC task, we introduce passage independent method which does not use the information of passage, and naive method which employs monolingual MRC model directly. Experimental results show that it is hard to learn enough cross-lingual information by naive method, and it can not reach a good performance depending only on question. For common XCMRC task, translation-based approach which uses a translation system and multilingual-based approach by fine-tuning multilingual BERT are provided. In addition, we also provide an upper bound baseline 5 for both tasks. We show that though translation-based and multilingual-based approaches can obtain reasonable performance, they still have much room for improvement.
Related Work
The task of MRC
Generally, existing MRC datasets can be categorized into four sub tasks: Extractive MRC [23, 28, 13, 8, 16, 22] , Generative MRC [20, 10] , Multi-choice MRC [24, 18] and Cloze-style MRC.
Cloze-style MRC tasks require the reader to fill in the blank in a sentence. Children's Book Test (CBT) [12] involves predicting a blanked-out word of the 21st sentence while the document is formed by 20 previous consecutive sentences in the book. BT [12] is an extension to the named-entity and common-noun part of CBT that increases their size by over 60 times. CNN/Daily Mail [11] is a dataset constructed from the on-line news articles. This task requires models to identify missing entities from bullet-point summaries of on-line news articles. People Daily [6] is the first released Chinese reading comprehension dataset. This dataset is generated automatically by randomly choosing a noun with word frequency greater than two as answer. As we can see, automatically generating large-scale training data for neural network training is essential for reading comprehension. 
The task of XLU
There have been some efforts on developing cross-lingual language understanding evaluation benchmarks. Klementiev et al. (2012) proposed Reuters corpus for cross-lingual document classification [15] . Cer et al. (2017) proposed sentencelevel multilingual training and evaluation datasets for semantic textual similarity in four languages [3] . Agić and Schluter (2018) provided a corpus consisting of human translations for 1332 pairs of the SNLI data into Arabic, French, Russian, and Spanish [1] . Conneau et al. (2018) proposed cross-lingual natural language inference corpus benchmark (XNLI) which consists of 7500 human-annotated development and test examples in NLI three-way classification format in 15 languages [5] . Cross-lingual question answering (XQA) has been widely studied [2, 19, 27, 29, 21] . Joty et al. (2017) presented a cross-lingual setting for community question answering [14] .
3 The XCMRC Task
Task Definition
The XCMRC sample can be formulated as a quadruple: D, Q, A, C , where D is the document or passage, Q is the query, A is the answer to the query and C denotes the candidates. The question Q, the answer A and the candidates C are written in target language while the document D is written in source language. The XCMRC task requires a model read the document written in source language and then answer the question written in target language. Specifically, the model is required to choose a word from the candidates C and then fill in the blank of the question Q after reading the document D.
The XCMRC Corpus
As mentioned above, the XCMRC corpus mainly consists of two sub-datasets: EPCQ and CPEQ. In order to set up a reasonable upper bound for our task, we additionally construct two corresponding monolingual MRC datasets: EPEQ (English Passages, English Questions) and CPCQ (Chinese Passages, Chinese Questions). In this section, we will describe the construction process in detail.
The Bilingual Corpus We have collected a raw bilingual parallel corpus from a high-quality English language learning website (The Economist channel) 6 . The corpus consists of 25467 bilingual articles. These articles cover a wide range of topics, from financial to education to sports. Each bilingual article is composed by a set of Chinese paragraphs paraC = {pc 1 , pc 2 , · · · , pc m } and a set of responding English paragraphs paraE = {pe 1 , pe 2 , · · · , pe m }. pc denotes the paragraph written in Chinese and pe denotes the paragraph written in English. Paragraphs are strictly aligned.
We do part-of-speech tagging for the Chinese paragraphs using Jieba 7 and the English paragraphs using NLTK 8 .
Automatic Generation of EPCQ and CPEQ Datasets
The detailed generating procedures are as follows.
-We count the frequency for all the nouns appearing in the Chinese passage paraC and thus form a noun set C ′ . We choose nouns 9 from C ′ to form the answer candidate set A ′ .
-Randomly choose an answer word A from the answer candidate set A ′ . When chosen, the answer word A will be deleted from set A ′ . Find all paragraphs from paraC which contain the answer word A and thus form the question candidate set Q ′ . Then randomly choose a paragraph from Q ′ with sequence length greater than 10 to generate the question. The question is formed by replacing the answer word A with a placeholder "XXXX". If the answer word A appears many times in this chosen paragraph, only the first position answer word appearing in the paragraph will be replaced. The corresponding English paragraph pe j is removed from the paraE and the remaining paragraphs of paraE {pe 1 , · · · , pe j−1 , pe j+1 , · · · , pe m } will be used to form D.
-We randomly choose nine nouns from the noun set C ′ . The nine incorrect answer words and the answer word A together form the candidate set C. Thus there are ten nouns in the final candidate set C.
-The tuple D, Q, A, C forms a sample.
The above version is referred as EPCQ, and CPEQ is generated in the similar way through interchanging English / Chinese. Corresponding Monolingual MRC Sub-datasets: EPEQ and CPCQ These two sub-datasets are constructed in the same way as EPCQ and CPEQ except that the document D is formed directly using the paragraphs written in the same language as the question Q. That is, if we choose a paragraph from paraE as the question, then the remaining paragraphs of paraE will be used as the document. This means, EPEQ is an English cloze-style dataset similar to CBT [12] , and CPCQ is a Chinese cloze-style dataset similar to People Daily [6] .
The Resulting Dataset 10 Finally, we have generated 57599 samples for EPCQ / EPEQ and 55990 samples for CPEQ / CPCQ . Samples for our dataset are shown in Table 1 . Comparison between XCMRC and existing cloze-style datasets are shown in Tabel 2 and Table 3 . Specific statistical information for XCMRC is listed in Table 4 .
Approaches for XCMRC
Translation-Based Approaches
For common XCMRC task, the most straightforward techniques rely on translation by which turns XCMRC task into monolingual MRC task. There are two common ways to use a translation system: TRANSLATE QUESTION, where the question and ten candidates of a sample are translated into source language; TRANSLATE PASSAGE, where the passage of a sample is translated into target language. Both approaches are limited by the quality of the translation system, especially the former. Because it needs to translate ten context-less candidates correctly, which are all single words. Using translation system to translate single word is very difficult, because of the polysemy phenomenon in human language whereas focusing on the word translation is not the original intention of XCMRC. Thus we only use the TRANSLATE PASSAGE way as the baseline of translation-based approaches in this paper.
There are a lot of models for monolingual MRC and we choose BiDAF [26] which is a popular and high-performance one as our prototype model. The original BiDAF chooses answer word from document and we slightly change it to force the model to choose answer from both the document and the candidates.
We introduce BiDAF Cloze. We compute a score for each word in the context as the probability indicates whether it is the right answer. An extra answer mask is added to force model to choose answer from the candidates. This model has changed the modeling layer and output layer of BiDAF as follows:
Here C denotes the candidates, D denotes the document, G denotes the output of Attention Flow Layer of BiDAF. d is the dimension of word embedding.
Naive Approaches
It is a natural and worth-trying idea to use ready-made monolingual MRC methods on XCMRC directly. We call it naive approaches and take it as a baseline for low-resource XCMRC task. For better comparison with translation-based models, we still choose BiDAF as a prototype model here. For XCMRC, document and question are written in different languages so that the model cannot be designed to choose answer from the document. BiDAF [26] is also designed to extract answer from document, so we need to revise the answer layer of it to adapt to our task.
We introduce BiDAF Candidates. This model has changed the modeling layer and output layer of BiDAF as follows:
Here A denotes the word embedding matrix for candidates C.
Passage Independent Approaches
Suppose you can not understand Chinese passage, could you choose the right answer only use the information from the English question itself? Although sometimes the information within the question is not adequate, the above methods can work under certain circumstances. For example, humans can easily choose the answer ("discrimination") given the question ("The Pregnancy XXXX Act forbids discrimination by employers based on pregnancy, including hiring, firing, pay, job assignments and promotions") with ten candidates ("decades, Congress, law, women, workplace, discrimination, publicity, guidelines, testimony, Wednesday") without reading the passage. We introduce PI Candidates (Passage Independent), to study to what extent a model can solve XCMRC task only use question information. We generate a passage-independent representation Q indep for question and then use it to interact with the ten candidates.
Here U denotes the output of Contextual Embedding Layer for question Q of BiDAF.
Multilingual Sentence Encoder-Based Approach (MSE-based)
Instead of translating the document into target language, we can use a multilingual sentence encoder to represent it and then narrow down the language barrier. This type of method works for common XCMRC of which multilingual sentence encoder is easily obtained because there are plenty of parallel corpus.
There has been some efforts on developing multilingual sentence embeddings. Zhou (2016) learned bilingual document representations by minimizing the Euclidean distance between document representations and their translations [30] . Conneau (2017) and Espa (2017) jointly trained a sequence to sequence MT system on multiple languages to learn a shared multilingual sentence embedding space [4] [9] . Our method leverages the latest breakthrough in NLP: BERT [7] as the multilingual sentence encoder. BERT has been proved as an effective sentence encoder in many NLP tasks and gained a lot of attention.
We introduce BERT Candidates, which is a combination of a multilingual version of BERT and BiDAF Candidates. The multilingual version of BERT model provided by Google 11 uses character-based tokenization for Chinese. Since the passages in XCMRC corpus are very long, if we tokenize the Chinese passage into lists of characters, the vector representation for passage will take up a lot of GPU RAM. Intuitively, using pre-trained word embeddings for Chinese words will be more effective because the answer word is an single word. So we only train BERT Candidates on EPCQ and use BERT to get the contextual representation for English passage. As for Chinese words, we use pre-trained word embeddings to represent them. The other components of BERT Candidates are the same with BiDAF Candidates.
Here P BERT indicates the word token ids created from the vocabulary of pretrained BERT model. H works the same as the output of Contextual Embedding Layer of BiDAF for document.
Experiments and Discussion
Experimental setup
For the translation-based approach, we use Baidu Translation API 12 to translate the document of the dev set.
We count the frequency of the whole XCMRC corpus(including train set, dev set and test set) and keep the top 95% words as our vocabulary. We use 300D pre-trained word embeddings trained by glove 13 for initialization. As for BERT Candidates model, we use the vocabulary table provided by the multilingual version of BERT model for English and our own vocabulary for Chinese words. We use Tensorflow to complete our models. As for BERT Candidates model, we use the Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.0001. For other models, we use the Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.001. We sort all the examples by the length of its document, and randomly sample a mini-batch of size 25 for each update 14 . We trained model for 10 epochs and choose the best model according to the performance of dev set. We run our models 5 times independently with the same random seed 1234 and report average performance across the runs.
Results and Analysis
We evaluate the models in terms of accuracy. For the convenience of presentation, we only present the performance on dev set. The overall experimental results are represented in Table 5 model on our task would improve the upper bound significantly. Of course, the performances of all the models exceed the random choice (10%) by a big margin. It means that all models can learn information that is helpful for XCMRC task to a certain extent. It's not surprising that the performance of each model on lowresource XCMRC task is much lower than that of common XCMRC task. The average performance margin between low-resource XCMRC task and common XCMRC task is within 7%. For low-resource XCMRC task, the average performance between the naive approaches and the passage independent approaches is relatively close. This may be due to the fact that naive approach, which learns cross-lingual information directly, has learned very limited information about the document. So its performance is comparable to passage independent approaches which only utilize question information. We have noticed that for naive approach, the performance of CPEQ (61.64%) was about 3% higher than that of EPEQ (58.35%). We can not explain it from our experiences. We guess that it's because BiDAF Candidates cannot utilize the contextual information of the document effectively as BiDAF Cloze does and thus lead to accidental performance. So there are many challenges ahead for the pseudo low-resource XCMRC task.
For common XCMRC task, translation-based approach obtain the best performance (67.28%, 65.99%) and still have room for improvement. The results are much like that of XNLI [5] in which translation-based methods are the best too.
Conclusion
There has been a growing interest in cross-lingual understanding, since the lack of supervised data for languages in industrial application and annotating data in every language is not really realistic. In this work, we introduce a public XLU benchmark which aims to test machines on their XMRC ability. The dataset, dubbed XCMRC, is the first cross-lingual cloze-style machine reading comprehension dataset. Meanwhile, besides common XCMRC task, we also define the pseudo low-resource XCMRC task in order to support XLU research of lowresource languages. We present several approaches as the baselines of XCMRC. We found that there are many challenges ahead for pseudo low-resource XCMRC task, both passage independent approach and naive approach can not learn enough cross-lingual information. And it is indeed too difficult to learning crosslingual information under the strict restrictions of low-resource XCMRC. If we loosen up restrictions a little, for example, allowing use a small parallel dictionary or a small-scale parallel corpus, multilingual word embeddings could be a worth trying way. While for common XCMRC task, translation-based method obtains the best performance but it relies on translation system excessively. The multilingual sentence representation model provides reasonable performance, and we think it is a promising research approach in future work. XCMRC opens up several interesting research avenues to explore novel neural approaches for studying XLU ability.
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